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Welcome into this space, the Omega Communications 
Portal, with me as we begin another journey to 
experience being within the Station of Light and 
especially within that aspect of yourself which we 
identify as your body of light, that houses the greater 
aware consciousness, without the confines of the 
physical body unit. This is what I address when I am 
speaking to you and this is that aspect of you that 
accompanies me into the receiving area of the Station  

We always, as we enter into this space, have a sense 
of things being organised around us and for us, and in 
that respect what comes through is organised for all of 
us who present ourselves into this energy system. 
Therefore, the adjustment time when we first move into 
this receiving area space allows for all of the 
information to be assembled, to be presented to you, 
to enfold you within. This is part of the adjustment also 
that you go through to expand your awareness and all 
of your senses to perceive what is appearing here and 
what is appropriate for you. Right now is the time for 
all of this to envelop you, so consciously open your 
mind and your heart and relax your body, even 
relaxing your mind, letting go of the mental hold that 
most of us have as we live in the body in the 
environment today. This is how we begin today. 

“Coming into this space with you in this 
presentation, Dear One, as a great group 
and as an individual we address you. 

This is Orem addressing you as we begin to expose 
all of the layers of yourself and who you are and as 
we expose what level of dimensional existence we 
operate in and we function in, in this Station of Light. 
Exposing it to you means that you experience 
deeply the energy presentation to you and so it is in 
accordance with your energy frequency because 
everything that you resonate with, you can 
experience and because you have been continuing 
the process to be clear and to raise your energy 
frequency pattern, then this is why you can perceive 
more of what is happening here within this Station 
and around this Station.  
 
This sphere operating in dimensional coordinates 
that exist outside of the confines of the Earth energy 
system and consciousness is able to bring to you 
and envelop around you the expansion of the 
consciousness field which has come in around 
Earth Station, expanding from the field of energy 
passing throughout all of creation. Unfoldment is the 
appropriate definition for you and the unfoldment 
exposes the presence of this Station and so it can 
be coming into the conscious awareness and 
perception of a great many more number of people 
and groups. You will be needing to be discerning 
what has been described as this Station by other 
Beings and other presenters of information, 
discerning how it resonates with you as you 
consider what you experience each time you are 
with us in these transmissions.  
 

Already you have been experiencing the shift in 
energy pattern frequencies around you. Perhaps 
you have identified these as a change in season, 
perhaps as a shift in light frequency you feel coming 
through sun rays, perhaps you feel it is as a result 
of some different nutritional aspect you have taken 
into you. Have you considered it is because of the 
expansion of consciousness, that you have now 
raised your energy pattern and you have done this 
by absorbing and integrating what you have been 
receiving coming in from the dimensional 

existences and Beings external to the processes 
normally available to you as existing in the human 
form. 
 
The deliverance of the higher energy pattern is 
carefully observed and monitored. Your reactions 
are monitored. Every little bit of enlivenment you 
experience indicates that you have indeed been 
integrating the energy frequency. We say this to you 
so that you will acknowledge this in yourself. Also, 
acknowledge that you have not been delivered onto 
Earth and left alone to restore a pattern of 
existence. You have always had the connection 
through the higher aspects of your own 
consciousness to the fields of assistance, 
regardless of where you would be geographically 
around the surface of the planet, or within it, or just 
above it. It depends entirely on your focused 
intention and alignment through the dimensional 
openings and alignments as to what you will be 
receiving and at this time it is appropriate for you to 
step into the pattern that is presented to you here. 
 
See it as if you are walking through an opening into 
a vibration, a frequency, that can be visible to you 
perhaps as colour. This is an aspect of that field of 
energy previously described as the crystalline 
energy pattern. Presenting you into it as a gradual 
and increasing increments allows you to have the 
realisations of what is happening and how it can be 
improving your awareness, the channels of energy 
and information that pass through your energy 
systems and your channels of communication that 
you have with other Beings, whether they are in the 
human body form or beyond into other dimensional 
forms.  
 
It is where you are most needed that you will be 
drawn into and the ones that you can work with  also 
will be drawn in around you in some way. 
 
Identification patterns will come to you in the sense 
of your feelings, your acknowledgement, you may 
hear a pattern of words spoken to you that will 
satisfy your understanding of what you are receiving 
and who you are mixing with.  



 

You already have the way to identify specific 
phrases because you resonate with specific 
phrases and people and you are using extra 
ordinary senses. Some of this you will have 
experienced in your first few years of existence in 
this physical body you have. This is when you are 
more receptive because you have the 
communication channels still clearly operating and 
functioning to help support you in the transition from 
the higher energy existence coming into the Earth 
plane as it is currently in this civilisation. This 
civilisation currently of course has developed very 
well as you continue through your journey and you 
continue to bring in the higher pattern. 
 
You already have realised that you need to keep 
your energy systems clear and as part of that and 
the ongoing filtration patterns you go into in this 
Station clears away what you may have 
inadvertently absorbed and some of you have 
consciously absorbed and taken into you various 
elements that change your pattern of energy that 
exists throughout you which have distorted your 
understanding, your view and your senses. Take 
this opportunity again to divest yourself, eliminating 
completely from your energy system here as your 
light body energy system, everything that has 
disturbed you. During the remainder of this session 
this energy will be continuing to move through you. 
You will identify much of what you have taken into 
you that is being referred to and even though you 
may have stopped taking in the substances into you 
that you have become aware of, there can still be an 
imprint that distorts the energy pattern. All of this is 
visible in this area that we are communicating with 
you within, and that is part of the process always in 
your visitations here. 
 
Moving into another area, there are patterns 
carefully being laid out, prepared for presentation 
into some of the vortex areas existing around the 
planet. Others are still being activated and 
enlivened so that they are clearly visible as 
receiving aspects within the Earth framework for the 
dimensional pathways to come into and connect 
with as part of the ongoing shifting process and 

upliftment process of you all. This indeed is creating 
a separation and you will have seen there is a 
shifting around the planet where people are 
identifying with other aspects you might say other 
contracts, other land masses, and it is all because 
of resonance and how people are drawn into 
different collection areas located around the planet, 
quite naturally gathering or visiting momentarily. 
The visit may be as you travel and have excursions 
into other countries or other parts of where you live. 
It is the inner sense which will draw you into the 
specific coordinates where you can, during the 
immersion in the energy at that particular 
intersection, be receiving upgrades to your circuits, 
reminders, replenishing specific elements within 
you. It is individual simply because your needs as 
an individual Being differ from everyone else, 
although some are very similar. You have a unique 
coding that identifies you. It identifies where the 
inner essence of you originated from, and  we are 
not speaking about specific land masses on the 
planet here and the information that you are 
needing will come into you.  
 
All of this is part of what is being assessed and 
sorted out within various aspects and spheres 
within this station of light. You are participating in 
this yourself. You are preparing what is necessary 
for you to receive and at the highest level, you 
already have received everything, because you are 
that conscious aspect of Creation. 
 
This is the intention and the purpose of this 
particular message infusion to you today, to help 
you remember that. You will feel the change in your 
energy essence with this immersion in this 
transmission.  
 
And just as we began communicating with you in the 
receiving area, you now have come back into that 
receiving area, partly because you already sense 
you have reconnected and you have received what 
you were seeking. And thus it is done and therefore 
I leave you at this point 

Orem  out “ 

“I greet you here Dear one, this is Ulea and I present 
myself here to you in this space briefly assisting 
you, moving around you, loving you and all that you 
are, because in this highest state of consciousness 
we are One.  
 
Now you have already commenced feeling that you 
are bringing all of this back into your physical energy 
systems and the environs where you are on Earth. 
You travelled into very deep inner states as you 
absorbed and reconnected this energy and this is 
why I am here with you, to bring you back in the 
Earth plane. You may sense me guiding you 
individually back to your body system. Love this unit 
you have. Love all aspects of who you are, and that 
is why I am with you in this space. 
 
I withdraw to allow you to fully integrate now back 
into the Earth space. 

Ulea  out “ 

 
 
Lani speaking again and I give my thanks to Ulea 
and Orem. This seems to have been a short session 
and yet when I observe the time-lapse, it has been 
the usual time. We must have gone very deeply 
inside during this session.   
 
Now you are in control again of your body and 
yourself, so take a deep breath in, filling yourself 
with everything you experienced in this session and 
as you let it out, you are firmly reconnected again 
into the current time, into your present location - and 
it is a reminder to be filled with love and joy. 
 
It is appropriate now to end this session through the 
Omega Portal and I am sure we will continue again.  
I do thank you for being here with me 
 

Lani 
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